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ABSTRACT

Management of colorectal cancer (CRC) patients relies on the accurate determination of microsatellite instability (MSI) status. MSI status can have an influence on therapy decisions centered on immune checkpoint inhibitors. In this study a novel droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) kit for MSI status determination was validated across 2 separate CRC patient cohorts: 102 tumor samples from the ALGECOLS cohort and 129 plasma samples from the RASANC cohort. Each cohort was assessed for MSI status using the novel ddPCR kit and compared to historical and/or newly obtained results, (either immunohistochemistry analysis or PCR amplification). Concordance between ddPCR and conventional MSI determination methods for the analysis of tissue samples was 97.1% for ALGECOLS. When looking at positive ctDNA samples, a strong concordance was observed for the RASANC cohort. This study illustrates that ddPCR MSI testing represents a rapid, sensitive and accurate method with a strong correlation to established methods. Moreover, the ability of the described approach to monitor MSI status in both tumor and plasma enhances the potential for the use of MSI status in longitudinal monitoring of CRC patients.
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INTRODUCTION

With approximately 1.5 million new cases leading to 700,000 deaths each year, colorectal cancer (CRC) is a public health issue. The carcinogenesis of CRC is now well known with 75% of chromosomal instability, 25% of CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) and 15% of microsatellite instability (MSI) with an important overlap between CIMP and MSI (1). The determination of MSI status is important for the accurate management of CRC patients. In particular, the determination of mismatch repair status (i.e., proficient MMR (pMMR) or deficient MMR (dMMR) plays an important role in characterizing the sensitivity to immune checkpoint inhibitor with a recent approval of Pembrolizumab in dMMR/MSI metastatic CRC (mCRC) (2).

Microsatellites (MS) are repeated regions of 1 to 5 bases, widespread across the human genome. MSI is due to a defect in mismatch repair proteins (MSH2, MSH6, PMS2 and MLH1) resulting in either the increase or decrease of the number of repeats in microsatellite loci (3). Thus, MSI is a surrogate marker for deficient DNA mismatch repair. In the context of tumor biology, MSI is a marker of Lynch syndrome and a prognostic marker for CRC and other cancers such as endometrial cancers. Today only two techniques are validated to determine microsatellite/MMR status: immunohistochemistry (IHC) to detect the loss of MMR protein expression and molecular testing to assess fragment size variation of microsatellite loci (4). These techniques have some limitations including the fact that such experiments require significant quantities of DNA, are time-consuming and present limited sensitivity especially in the case of low tumor cell content within the sample. In addition, discordance between MSI and MMR status in tumor as well as heterogeneity of MSI status between primary tumor and metastases have been described (5,6).

Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) represents the fraction of circulating-free DNA (cfDNA) in blood originating from tumors that carry the same genetic alterations as those of the primary tumor (7). KRAS mutations were the first genetic alterations used to identify ctDNA in CRC patients (8) and ctDNA
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analysis is now used in routine clinical practice for determination of somatic mutations in tumors by a simple blood test called “liquid biopsy” (9). However, detection of MSI using ctDNA remains a challenge with very few case-series published up until now (10,11).

Droplet Digital PCR (ddPCR) is a well-established 3rd generation nucleic acid amplification technique, where a fluorescent probe-based reaction is partitioned using emulsion technology into picolitre to nanolitre sized droplets (12,13). The droplet-partitioning process distributes target nucleic acid molecules evenly across the droplet population. Amplification of the target within the droplet population results in a fluorescent digital output within individual droplets. Each droplet develops fluorescent signal based on the presence or absence of the underlying target molecule and is subsequently individually detected and counted (13,14).

Droplet partitioning is particularly well suited for the detection of low-level nucleic acid fragments, such as small numbers of modified MS regions in a background of wild-type DNA. The use of ddPCR for MSI detection has several benefits over MSI analysis by traditional PCR followed by fragment length analysis or next generation sequencing (NGS) based approaches (15). These include improved sensitivity for low input amounts, improved sensitivity for low tumor content, the ability to detect ctDNA in blood samples, accurate quantification of MS allele frequency and total DNA, and reduced turnaround time for results (7,9,14).

The current research describes the use of a new Bio-Rad ddPCR MSI kit®, a 3 well, 5 markers ddPCR based method and its associated analysis software that utilizes an auto-calling algorithm to determine individual MSI status. This study describes the validation of the developed kit on both tumor and plasma samples from 2 independent CRC patient cohorts. These samples consisted of 102 tumor tissues (among which 96 frozen tissues) from the ALGECOLS multicentric prospective cohort (stage I-III CRC) and 129 plasma samples from the RASANC multicentric prospective cohort (all-comers mCRC) (9,16). The performance of the ddPCR MSI approach is compared to both traditional molecular
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analysis of MSI fragments and IHC of MMR proteins. Moreover, the software performance is assessed for tumor DNA (Fresh Frozen and Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded) and ctDNA.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Method description has been performed in order to comply with digital dMIQE2020 guidelines (Supplementary Table 1) (17).

Samples

Fresh Frozen (FF) and Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded (FFPE) tumor DNA (n=102 including 96 FF and 6 FFPE tissue samples) and plasma DNA samples (n=129 DNA samples) from two patient cohorts were used in this work (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for summary for details of cohorts and samples).

Cohort 1: Ninety-six (96) FF and 6 FFPE CRC samples with known MSI status were retrospectively selected from the ALGECOLS cohort (according to availability of samples) approved by the Ile-de-France ethics committee number 2 (NCT01198743) (16). The samples were collected from stage I to III patients. All samples were previously screened for microsatellite instability using the Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2® (Promega Corporation, Madison, USA, cat. Number: MD1641) which targets 5 microsatellite markers (BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-24 and Mono-27), according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega Corporation). The absence of any mutant markers or the presence of 1 mutant marker was classified as microsatellite stable (MSS). The presence of 2 or more mutant markers was classified as microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H).

Cohort 2: From the RASANC protocol, approved by the Ile-de-France IV ethics committee, 129 cell-free DNA (cfDNA) samples were analyzed (according to availability) (9). The cfDNA was extracted from prospectively collected plasma samples from stage IV CRC patients. All mCRC patients were chemo-naïve at the time of collection. The cfDNA was extracted from 1 mL of plasma using the Promega Maxwell RSC cfDNA Plasma kit® (Promega Corporation, Madison, USA, cat Number:
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AS1480) with an elution volume of 50 µL. MSI status was pre-determined for all patients by analyzing matched tumor collected from each patient using the Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2® (n=92), IHC of four MMR proteins (n=20) or both (n=15). Data from tumor testing were collected retrospectively and only final records of MSI status (i.e., MSS or MSI-H) were available without individual marker status. No tumor samples were available for MSI ddPCR testing for this study.

Sample Quantitation

All FF and FFPE DNA samples were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA, cat. Number: Q32853) and all cfDNA samples were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA, cat Number: Q32854). Afterward all FF and FFPE DNA samples were diluted in 10 mM Tris 0.1 mM EDTA buffer to ~3 ng/µL.

ddPCR Microsatellite Instability Test

Five mononucleotide microsatellites (BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-24 and Mono-27) were targeted to determine MSI status using the Bio-Rad ddPCR MSI RUO Kit (research use only, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, USA). The assay can detect indels as short as 1 bp by using a competitive probe drop-off design for all markers, where a set of two probes, one labeled with FAM and the other with HEX, compete for the same target sequence. When the target sequence has an alteration in repeat length, one probe is outcompeted correspondingly to the length change. For most patients, wild type DNA will be detected by both competing probes in approximately a fifty-fifty ratio. Since most patients are homozygous for each marker, the wild type will present predominantly as one cluster. In less common instances, where patients are heterozygous, wild type will present as two clusters with similar allele frequencies. Since most colorectal cancer patients with MSI-H express a mean deletion of ≥6 bp,
thresholding is based on the 2-dimensional cluster location. With the aid of the clusters in the controls, the thresholding generally follows these guidelines: 1) droplets in the cluster with the lowest FAM and HEX signal plus the area approximately one-third the distance between other dominant clusters are negative, 2) droplets in any cluster orthogonal to the dominant negative cluster plus the area approximately one-third the distance from the wild type cluster and two-thirds the distance to the negative cluster are mutant, and 3) all remaining droplets are wild type.

All five markers are tested in a total of three reactions: MSI Assay 1 (BAT-25 and BAT-26), MSI Assay 2 (NR-21 and NR-24) and MSI Assay 3 (Mono-27). If 0 or 1 marker mutation is present, then the sample is classified as MSS. If 2 or more marker mutations are present, then the sample is classified as MSI-H. The three ddPCR MSI reactions were prepared in volumes of 22 µL, by combining 5.5 µL ddPCR Multiplex Supermix, 1.1 µL ddPCR MSI Assay 1, 2 or 3, 8.8 µL nuclease-free water and 6.6 µL of sample. For all DNA FF and FFPE samples, 2 units of uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) were added to the reaction mixture. All FF and FFPE DNA samples were tested in duplicate at an input of 18 ng per assay reaction, and 14 of these samples (7 MSS and 7 MSI-H) were also tested at an input of ~1 ng and ~5 ng per assay reaction. To determine the sensitivity of the technique, most cfDNA samples were tested neat due to limited sample, which resulted in a final input range of ~0.3 to 12 ng per reaction. All cfDNA samples were tested separately from FF and FFPE DNA samples. All analyses were performed blind of MSI status.

For all ddPCR runs two controls were tested, a No Template Control (NTC) where water was added in place of sample and a Positive Control (PC) which consisted of wild type (microsatellite stable) and MSI-H plasmid DNA (one of each per target). For all ddPCR runs with cfDNA, a ddPCR thresholding control (TC) was also tested, which consisted of wild type and two MSI-H plasmid DNA or ultramer per target. Control reactions were prepared similarly to samples, and all control reactions were run in duplicate per assay.
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After preparing the reaction, the mixture was then partitioned into nanolitre-sized droplets using a QX200 Droplet Generator (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The droplets were thermal cycled at an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 5 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 94 °C for 30 seconds then 55 °C for 1 minute, followed by inactivation at 98 °C for 10 minutes and then a hold at 4 °C for ~30 to 120 minutes on a C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler with 96-deep well (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The ramp rate for the thermal cycling was 2 °C/s. After thermal cycling droplets were then detected on a QX200 Droplet Reader using QuantaSoft v1.7 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

ddPCR Microsatellite Instability Analysis

Data was analyzed using QuantaSoft Analysis Pro Software v1.0. For all FF and FFPE runs, the PC reaction wells were used to guide thresholding of droplet clusters. The mutant fractional abundance was calculated for each marker. It was used to determine instability taking into account the DNA damage observed in these sample types, which can affect signal amplitude and cause false positives. If the mutant fractional abundance exceeded 2.11%, 0.34%, 2.38%, 1.51%, and 0.56% for BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-24 and Mono-27, respectively, then the marker was considered positive (unstable) (Figure 2). These cut-offs were previously determined by Bio-Rad Laboratories by analyzing 135 CRC MSS FFPE samples and calculating the 95th percentile of mutant fractional abundance (unpublished data). For all cfDNA runs, the PC reaction wells were used to guide thresholding of droplet clusters. If 4 or more mutant copies of a marker were detected, then the marker was considered positive (unstable). Cut-offs for cfDNA were previously determined by Bio-Rad Laboratories by analyzing 74 plasma samples from normal patients and calculating the 95th percentile of mutant copies (unpublished data).

All FF, FFPE and cfDNA runs were also analyzed using an auto-thresholding algorithm. The algorithm works in two phases: a pre-trained neural network to generate initial droplet labels, followed by a
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droplet reclassification step using the on-plate PC wells. The neural network was developed by Bio-Rad Laboratories using a dataset of over 200 contrived and CRC patient FF, FFPE and cfDNA samples (more details in Supplementary Table 2). The auto-thresholding algorithm was applied using Bio-Rad QX Manager Premium Edition 2.0 software.

Reaction wells with a failure (i.e., unsuccessful droplet generation) or where droplet generation had less than 10,000 droplets were excluded from the analysis. A summary of all excluded data is in Supplementary Table 3.

All samples discordant between retrospective Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2 results and ddPCR MSI results were re-tested (see Supplementary Tables 4 and 5), if sample was available, using the Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2® test according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The results of the repeat test were used for comparison to the ddPCR MSI results in tumors and plasma.

**Methylation-ddPCR assay testing of inconclusive or discordant samples**

Plasma samples presenting with MSS status when matched tumor were classified MSI-H were tested by the Methylation-ddPCR assay (Met-ddPCR) as previously described to quantify the total cfDNA and the ctDNA fraction (9,16). Briefly, CRC methylation analysis of ccfDNA was performed using an assay designed for the simultaneous detection of WIFI and NPY gene hypermethylation. An albumin un-methylated sequence was used as a reference for measuring amplifiable DNA within each sample. Bisulfite conversion was performed on 20 ng of extracted DNA, whenever possible. For clinical samples, 20 µL of eluted DNA was bisulfite converted independently of sample concentration. The bisulfite reaction was carried out in a thermocycler at 98 °C for 12 minutes and 64 °C for 2 hours 35 minutes. The cleanup of bisulfite-converted DNA followed the recommendations of the manufacturer (EZ DNA Methylation-Gold, Zymo Research, Irvine, USA, cat. Number: D5006) and converted DNA was eluted in 10 µL of M-Elution Buffer and stored at -20 °C. Nine µL of converted DNA was used for each Met-ddPCR reaction. For each bisulfite conversion experiment, two different controls were
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Included: a positive control (universal methylated human DNA standard, Zymo Research, Irvine, USA, cat. Number: D-5011-1) and a negative control (Human genomic DNA, Promega Corporation, Madison, USA, cat. Number: G304A). BRAF V600E ddPCR assay (BRAF c.1799T>A) was also performed as described previously (18). This ddPCR assay determines the concentration of target DNA in copies/µL, which are converted to ng/µL by applying an estimation of 303 copies per 1 ng of DNA as previously described (19).

RESULTS

Summary of the study

Detection of MS instability in CRC tumor tissue and plasma from two studies, ALGECOLS and RASANC were compared across two methods, Promega MSI Analysis system and ddPCR MSI (Figure 1). When available IHC MMR data were also used for the analysis.

ddPCR MSI RUO Kit Sensitivity Evaluation

FF and FFPE samples from the ALGECOLS study were tested first to evaluate the sensitivity of the ddPCR MSI RUO kit. Fourteen of the 102 ALGECOLS samples, 7 MSS and 7 MSI-H were tested at three input levels: 18, 5 and 1 ng per reaction. Thirteen of the 14 samples at all three input levels showed MSI status concordant with the Promega MSI Analysis system v1.2 (Table 2). Only sample Alg-67, exhibited a MSS status by Promega analysis but a MSI-H status by ddPCR analysis at the highest input level of 18 ng per reaction with a mutant fractional abundance near the detection limit.
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The ddPCR MSI results in Table 2 reflect data for replicate 1 of a total of 2 replicates. Data of both replicates were highly concordant (see Supplementary Table 6).

Additionally, the MSI status by ddPCR using a manual threshold (see Supplementary Table 7 and 8) were all concordant with the MSI status generated with the auto-thresholding algorithm, except for sample Alg-67 at an input of 18 ng per reaction (MSI-H with auto-thresholding only). As such, all the ddPCR MSI data presented in this article correspond to the auto-thresholded data of replicate 1 (See Supplementary Tables 7 and 8 for data corresponding to manual thresholding of replicate 1 and replicate 2, respectively).

Analysis of tumor tissue samples from the ALGECOLS cohort

Concordance between ddPCR MSI and Promega MSI Analysis systems

The MSI status of the ALGECOLS tissues cohort (n=102, including the 14 described above) was previously tested using the Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2 resulting in 92 MSS and 10 MSI-H samples (historical data). Figures 3 show examples of 2-dimensional droplet plots for the three ddPCR MSI assay analyses of CRC FF samples that are either MSS or MSI-H, including a MSI-H sample showing detection of multiple alleles for all markers.

After testing by the newly developed ddPCR MSI kit, the MSI status was concordant with the historical status (Promega MSI Analysis System) for 94 samples with 90 of them leading to concordant results for all 5 markers (83 MSS and 7 MSI-H). The 8 samples classified with discordant MSI status (see Supplementary Table 4), were re-tested using the Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2. Interestingly, 5 samples out of the 8 samples historically classified as MSS were re-classified as MSI-H leading to 87 MSS and 15 MSI-H (Table 3 and Supplementary Table 4). Those reclassified MSI-H FF or FFPE
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samples were called MSI-H by ddPCR. The 3 remaining discordant samples remained MSS by Promega Analysis System and MSI-H by ddPCR MSI kit analysis. Samples Alg-25 and Alg-67 showed low tumor content with low fractional abundances for all five markers. These results suggest that these samples were potentially misclassified by Promega MSI Analysis system due to a lack of sensitivity but properly classified MSI-H by the sensitive ddPCR MSI kit.

For the ALGECOLS cohort, intra- and inter-run reproducibility analysis of the ddPCR MSI assay are reported for the positive control and the samples in Supplementary Table 9 and 10, respectively. Intra- and inter-run reproducibility were consistently high.

Analysis of the cfDNA samples from the RASANC cohort and comparison to tumor status

Of the 129 cfDNA samples tested from the RASANC study, 118 of the 120 samples of patients with MSS tumors by Promega analysis and 7 of the 9 samples of patients with MSI-H tumors by Promega analysis were concordant by ddPCR MSI analysis (Table 4). There were 4 discordant cases among 129 samples (3.1%). Figure 4 shows examples of 2-dimensional droplet plots for all three ddPCR MSI assays of CRC cfDNA samples that were classified as MSS (Figure 4A) or MSI-H (Figure 4B). Sample Ras-6 was unstable for BAT-25 and NR-24 (low positive) by ddPCR MSI analysis. The repeat ddPCR MSI analysis re-classified this sample as MSS. The cfDNA and ctDNA content was then determined by Met-ddPCR analysis for this sample which demonstrated both high load of cfDNA and high fraction of ctDNA, which confirmed initial false positivity of this sample (Table 5). Sample Ras-39 was classified MSI-H by ddPCR analysis but MSS by Promega analysis. This sample also presented high load of cfDNA and ctDNA confirming this sample as discordant. The low fraction of MSI mutant DNA observed with ddPCR analysis is in favor of a heterogeneous tumor where the MSI-H status is probably
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related to a small fraction of tumor cells exhibiting MSI status (Table 5). Samples Ras-72 and Ras-78 were classified as MSS by ddPCR analysis but MSI-H by Promega analysis. When tested by Met-ddPCR, sample Ras-78 presented very low amount of cfDNA (0.5 ng/mL of plasma) with no detectable ctDNA, which is consistent with the MSS status by ddPCR analysis. Sample Ras-72 showed both high cfDNA and ctDNA load, while the historical IHC showed a pMMR determination. However, tissue sample was not available for retesting.

DISCUSSION

Microsatellite instability status determination is a crucial step for treatment management in cancer pathologies, including CRC. Association between MSI status and clinical outcomes has previously been described. In non-metastatic CRC, MSI-H tumors are associated with better prognosis than MSS tumors (20–22). Moreover, different responses to cancer treatments have also been observed depending on MSI status (23,24). Strong responses to immune checkpoint inhibitors have been observed for MSI-H CRC (6,25). In addition, MSI-H status is mandatory to identify Lynch Syndrome cases. In routine practice, MSI/MMR status is determined from tumor tissues using IHC or molecular testing. These methods present several limitations including low sensitivity (requiring 10 ng total DNA), high cost, long turn-around time and because they rely on localized tumor tissue analysis (requiring >20% tumor fraction) could lead to false negative results due to patient tumor heterogeneity or multiple tumor sites (26,27). Current methods are also limited in their scope to address MSI testing in plasma-based samples, being validated primarily for fresh frozen or FFPE tumor DNA.

MSI status testing is also becoming an available component of comprehensive genome profiling (CGP) or broad NGS panel testing from both technology product providers and clinical testing companies.
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Although offering extensive multi-biomarker data simultaneously, CGP with NGS requires a higher bioinformatics burden and larger input DNA amounts (28). These requirements potentially preclude NGS based MSI testing from routine repeat testing for liquid biopsy analysis.

Recent years have seen large developments in minimally invasive liquid biopsy approaches especially for solid tumors (29). Such approaches could be of particular interest for the determination of MSI status in CRC tumors but most importantly for the patient monitoring during treatment and follow-up but require the development of highly sensitive techniques. To reach the required sensitivity, several approaches have been developed including mutant enrichment strategies, dedicated NGS approaches and more recently ddPCR strategies (11,20). Dedicated NGS approaches could lead to more broad, comprehensive results, for example by targeting multiple cancer types. However, when compared to ddPCR, NGS requires more complex data analysis, higher costs, longer turnaround time and has shown lower sensitivity (7,30).

Droplet-based digital PCR approaches have already demonstrated their ability to detect ctDNA in plasma with both high sensitivity and accuracy (13). Detection of tumor specific alterations in liquid biopsies by ddPCR has been largely demonstrated based on DNA variants (SNVs or indels), DNA methylation or copy number alterations. Very few studies have been reported on the development and/or validation of ddPCR approaches for MSI detection (11).

The present study describes the use and validation of a new Bio-Rad ddPCR MSI RUO Kit® combined with an auto-calling algorithm based analysis software. Performance of the MSI ddPCR approach was compared to traditional MSI fragment analysis testing methods and IHC of MMR proteins on tumor.

Based on the duplicated analysis of DNA extracted from tumor tissues the developed ddPCR MSI approach demonstrated both high sensitivity of down to 1 ng of input DNA per reaction and efficiency of the auto-threshold calling. Among the 14 tested samples (FFPE and FF), 13 showed concordant MSI
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status at all DNA inputs when compared to historical determination (Promega and/or IHC). One sample presented discordant results at lower inputs likely due to low tumor content.

Validation of the assay performance was performed on tumor and plasma samples from 3 independent CRC patient cohorts. These samples consisted of 102 tumor tissues from the ALGECOLS multicentric cohort (stage I to III CRCs) and 129 plasma samples from the RASANC multicentric cohort (mCRCs) (9,16).

The technique in this work was first validated in DNA samples extracted from tumor tissue and demonstrated a high concordance level between MSI status determined by ddPCR analysis and historical data. The few discordant data were explained either by Promega MSI test misclassification or low tumor cell content within tested samples.

Initial validation of the ddPCR MSI kit with FFPE and FF samples of the ALGECOLS cohort shown a concordance of 92.1% with Promega MSI Analysis system, a sensitivity of 100% and an initial specificity of 91% when comparing with historical data. After discordant testing, only three discordant cases remained over 102 tested tissue samples leading to a specificity of 96.5% and a concordance of 97.1% between both methods. One of these discordances (case Alg-99) had 1 unstable marker in 5, indicating a borderline MSI status change that may have been ardently called on the initial Promega test. The other 2 discordant cases (Alg-25 and Alg-67) are likely due to low tumor content since fractional abundance for the 5 markers were very low (range: 1.14-1.72%). It is possible that these two borderline MSI-H samples by our ddPCR analysis, had been initially miss-classified MSS with the Promega MSI Analysis system because of its lower sensitivity. Indeed, this latter method requires a minimum of 20% tumor content to accurately determine MSI status. These results agree with the results from Gilson et al. that described, using 30 FFPE samples (15 CRC and 15 endometrial cancers), with the same 5 markers for ddPCR analysis, 100% overall agreement of ddPCR MSI analysis with Promega MSI system, with 88.4% sensitivity and 100% specificity. A similar result was observed by Bortolini.
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Silveira et al. that analyzed 185 cancer samples, including 126 CRC tissues samples with a home-made drop-off MSI ddPCR assay (3-marker assay based on BAT-26, ACVR2A and DEFB105A/B) and obtained 100% sensitivity and specificity (31-33).

In the second part of the presented study the efficiency of the ddPCR MSI kit for the direct determination of MSI status within cfDNA was tested. Using 129 samples from the multicentric prospective RASANCC cohort this work showed 96.9% concordant MSI determinations (125 samples). Among the 4 discordant cases, one sample (Ras-78) had very low levels of cfDNA, confirmed by Met-ddPCR, which was under the MSI ddPCR assay sensitivity level. For the 3 other samples (Ras-6, Ras-39, and Ras-72), cfDNA content was high according to Met-ddPCR. Ras-6 showed ~50% fractional abundance for marker BAT-25 at the first testing which was confirmed by a repeat ddPCR MSI test. However, for all other markers this sample showed droplet counts very close to the LOB, possibly indicating an MSS sample with a heterozygous locus for BAT-25 only. The tumor of Ras-72 patient was called MSI-H by the Promega MSI system although its status was pMMR by IHC. The corresponding plasma sample was classified as MSS when tested by ddPCR MSI. This sample showed sufficient cfDNA and ctDNA levels for analysis. Finally, Ras-39 potentially illustrates the increased sensitivity of ddPCR MSI over Promega MSI Analysis system, with a total cfDNA input in the mid-range, and a relatively low fractional abundance for only 2/5 markers that still permitted auto-calling of an MSI-H status that would have been below the 20% fractional abundance required by Promega MSI Analysis system. The results presented here agree with the study of Bortolini Silveira et al., that tested 72 plasma or serum samples (baseline samples and samples collected during treatments) corresponding to 14 MSI-H and 28 MSS tumor tissues. Interestingly, the plasma volume tested in our work was lower than in the Bortolini Silveira et al. study (33). This data confirmed the high sensitivity and accuracy of the developed assay even at low cfDNA content.
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To confirm the interpretability of MSI status determination in plasma, WIFI/NPY Met-ddPCR was used to quantify both amplifiable cfDNA and ctDNA content within samples (9). The RASANC study, originally aimed to determine concordance between RAS mutation status in plasma and tumor of patients with mCRC. This methylation assay was used to determine the presence of ctDNA to ensure true negativity (i.e., wild-type RAS status) of tested samples. An accuracy of 94.8% for RAS mutation status was demonstrated, compared to 85.2% when no ctDNA quantification testing was performed (9). By confirming the presence and quantity of ctDNA within samples, the Met-ddPCR assay ensures true negativity, here MSS status.

The above sections illustrate potential limitations of the study including the potential for discordant (false positive) results determined by ddPCR compared to traditional methods due to the inherent higher sensitivity of the ddPCR technology. Comparison of results obtained from ddPCR amplification of FFPE derived DNA compared to plasma derived ctDNA may also be impacted by the differing nature of the two species of template, resulting in discordance, e.g., total DNA input, tumor DNA proportion, DNA fragment size and DNA integrity. Microsatellite instability in tumors with MSH6 deficiency specifically is not address by this study. Additionally, data presented is focused entirely on CRC samples and so further work would be required to show value for analysis of endometrial samples and other cancer types.

In conclusion, we developed and validated a highly sensitive ddPCR MSI assay and analysis. When tested on tumor tissues our methods showed high concordance with the Promega MSI system. The presented ddPCR analysis showed a higher sensitivity than the Promega MSI system for samples with low tumor content. The ability of the developed ddPCR MSI assay to efficiently determine MSI status in ctDNA extracted from plasma was also demonstrated. Combined with the developed auto-calling algorithm, this approach could find pertinent applications for diagnosis. Additional to its high performance, the developed ddPCR MSI assay has a shorter turnaround time compared to “standard”
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techniques. The ddPCR MSI assay may also be very useful for the analysis of plasma samples for patients with unavailable/interpretable tumor tissue analysis or for prospective analysis during treatment. Next step will be to evaluate patient monitoring with plasma ddPCR MSI as a predictor of treatment efficacy especially for MSI-H mCRC patients treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors.
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Figures

Figure 1. Summary of clinical testing and MSI analysis comparison for (A) ALGECOLS and (B) RASANC. (FF: Fresh Frozen, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin embedded, MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, MMR IHC: mismatch repair immunohistochemistry). * The Promega MSI Analysis system used was the v1.2 for historical data and Promega Analysis System for repeats.
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Figure 2. Bio-Rad ddPCR MSI assay analysis. (A) Unanalyzed 2-dimensional plots of Positive Control for MSI Assay 1, 2 and 3. (B) Thresholded 2-dimensional plots of Positive Control for MSI Assay 1, 2 and 3. (C) Determination of marker stability (BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-24 and Mono-27) and then MSI classification. Cut-offs for FF and FFPE samples are determined by mutant fractional abundance. Cut-offs for plasma sample are determined by mutant copies. (FF: Fresh Frozen, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin embedded, MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, ddPCR: droplet digital PCR)
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**Figure 3.** Example of auto-thresholded ddPCR MSI 2-dimensional droplet plots of CRC FF samples that are MSS (A, sample Alg-2), MSI-H (B, sample Alg-89) and MSI-H showing detection of several alleles for BAT-25, NR-21, NR-24 and Mono-27 markers (C, Alg-17).
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**Figure 4.** Example of ddPCR MSI 2-dimensional droplet plots of CRC cfDNA samples that are MSS (A, sample Ras-126) and MSI-H (B, sample Ras-21) samples.
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**Tables**

Table 1. Summary of clinical CRC samples evaluated from ALGECOLS and RASANC studies. (FF: Fresh Frozen, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin embedded, MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, pMMR: proficient mismatch repair, dMMR: deficient mismatch repair)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Samples analyzed by ddPCR</th>
<th>Historical Data Determined by Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2</th>
<th>Historical Data Determined by IHC MMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>FFPE</td>
<td>Plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGECOLS</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASANC</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2. Comparison of ddPCR MSI with auto-thresholding for 14 FF and FFPE samples when tested at an input per well of 18, 5 and 1 ng/well, measured by Qubit dsDNA BR Assay. Seven (7) of the samples were determined as MSS and 7 as MSI-H by the MSI Analysis System. The ddPCR MSI results reflect data for replicate 1 of a total of 2 replicates. (MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, ddPCR: droplet digital polymerase chain reaction)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Promega MSI Analysis</th>
<th>ddPCR MSI - 18 ng/rxn</th>
<th>ddPCR MSI - 5 ng/rxn</th>
<th>ddPCR MSI - 1 ng/rxn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alg-1</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-2</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-14</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-16</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-67</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-87</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-100</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-28</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-30</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-33</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-43</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-58</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-83</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg-89</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- stable
+ unstable
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Table 3. Concordance of FF and FFPE tissues from ALGECOLS cohort colorectal cancer patients between auto-thresholded ddPCR MSI with the historical Promega MSI Analysis System v1.2, historical results (A) and historical and repeat test of the discordants (B). (MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, ddPCR: droplet digital polymerase chain reaction); * considered MSI status is the one obtained after retesting of discordant cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Promega MSI Analysis system (tissue DNA), Historical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddPCR MSI Auto-thresholded (tissue DNA)</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specificity 91.3% (95% CI 83.6 to 97.2%)
Sensitivity 100.0% (95% CI 69.2 to 100.0%)
Overall Concordance 92.2% (95% CI 85.1 to 96.6%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Promega MSI Analysis system (tissue DNA), Historical &amp; Repeat of Discordants*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddPCR MSI Auto-thresholded (tissue DNA)</td>
<td>MSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specificity 96.5% (95% CI 90.3 to 99.3%)
Sensitivity 100.0% (95% CI 78.2 to 100.0%)
Overall Concordance 97.1% (95% CI 91.6 to 99.4%)
**Table 4.** Concordance of cfDNA from RASANC cohort colorectal cancer patients between ddPCR MSI (cfDNA) and the Promega MSI Analysis System and/or IHC of matched tissue. The ddPCR MSI status results with manual thresholding were the same as with auto-thresholding. (MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, MMR IHC: mismatch repair immunohistochemistry, ddPCR: droplet digital polymerase chain reaction.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ddPCR MSI Auto-thresholded (plasma DNA)</th>
<th>Promega MSI Analysis System and/or MMR IHC (tissue DNA, historical data)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>120</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Specificity** 98.3% (95% CI 94.1 to 99.8%)
- **Sensitivity** 77.8% (95% CI 40.0 to 97.2%)
- **Overall Concordance** 96.8% (95% CI 92.3 to 99.2%)
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Table 5. Description of discordant cases in RASANC cohort. *In short, 1 mL of plasma was eluted from each patient in 50 μL of buffer solution and 18 μL tested for Met-ddCPR and 6.6 μL for MSI-ddPCR (see Material and Methods for details) (FF: Fresh Frozen, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin embedded, MSS: microsatellite stable, MSI-H: microsatellite instability-high, pMMR: proficient mismatch repair, dMMR: deficient mismatch repair, IHC: immunohistochemistry, cfDNA: circulating free DNA); NI: result that is not interpretable due to no ctDNA detection and/or too low cfDNA content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>IHC MMR</th>
<th>Promega MSI Analysis system (tissue)</th>
<th>ddPCR MSI (cfDNA)*</th>
<th>Amplifiable cfDNA (Met-ddPCR)*</th>
<th>Presence of ctDNA (Met-ddPCR)*</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ras-6</td>
<td>pMMR</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSI-H (MSS on repeated test)</td>
<td>High (22.1 ng/mL)</td>
<td>Yes (115%)</td>
<td>Concordant data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ras-39</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>High (21.5 ng/mL)</td>
<td>Yes (51.1%)</td>
<td>Discordant results may be due to tumor heterogeneity, where there’s a small percent of tumor cells exhibiting MSI, as potentially indicated by the ddPCR MSI results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ras-72</td>
<td>pMMR</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>High (36.2 ng/mL)</td>
<td>Yes (21.4%)</td>
<td>Concordant with IHC data only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ras-78</td>
<td>dMMR</td>
<td>MSI-H</td>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>Low (0.5 ng/mL)</td>
<td>No (low cfDNA)</td>
<td>NI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>